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Optical properties of gold clusters in the size range 2–4 nm
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We report experiments on gold clusters in the size range 2–4 nm, embedded in an alumina matrix. The
metallic particles are produced with a laser vaporization source and codeposited with a dielectric vapor as a
thin film on a substrate. Our technique allows varying the cluster size at a given metal concentration. These
composite materials are studied through optical absorption and ellipsometric measurements, allowing determi-
nation of their complex index of refraction. Various complementary techniques provide information about their
morphology, their chemical composition, the thickness of the films, and the size distribution of the clusters.
The surface plasmon resonance in the absorption spectra is shown to be damped and blueshifted with decreas-
ing cluster size. Theoretical calculations in the framework of the time-dependent local-density approximation
allow a clear understanding of these experimental results.@S0163-1829~98!00703-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical response of clusters directly reflects their e
tronic structure, which strongly depends on the particle s
and shape. One can study this response by direct inves
tions on free clusters,1–5 or by deposition of nanoparticles o
substrates.6 In an alternative approach, embedding clusters
a dielectric matrix not only opens new material outlooks w
particular properties, but is also a simple way to study
optical response of the nanoparticles.7 Actually these specific
optical properties are well known and used for many cen
ries in art glassware.8

Such nanostructured materials are produced and stu
by many different techniques, as colloidal solutio
investigations,9–12 sol-gel or chemical synthesis,13–17

cosputtering,18–21 electrochemical deposition,22,23 ion
implantation,24–27 electron-beam lithography,28 or low-
energy cluster-beam deposition~LECBD!.29–31 One of the
main advantages of this last technique is that it allows on
independently control the cluster size and the metal conc
tration in the films.

The main feature in the optical response is the surf
plasmon excitation~collective oscillation of the conduction
electrons!, resulting in a resonance band in the absorpt
spectra. For gold as well as for the other noble metals,
570163-1829/98/57~3!/1963~8!/$15.00
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plasmon resonance occurs in the near-UV/visible region.
therefore easier to perform the experimental optical study
such metal nanoparticles, and also interesting to use them
optical-device applications.

In our laboratory, clusters of a wide range of elements c
be produced by means of a laser vaporization source. T
can be deposited on a substrate by the LECBD technique
embedded in an insulator matrix, leading to the formation
thin films of nanocomposite materials. Samples consisting
spherical gold nanoparticles in an amorphous Al2O3 matrix
were prepared, with different cluster size distributions an
metal volumic fraction of about 4%.

Several characterization techniques, namely, Ruther
back-scattering~RBS!, alpha-step measurements, x-ray d
fraction, and transmission electron microscopy~TEM!, pro-
vide valuable information about the film morphology, th
matrix stoichiometry and its porosity, the crystallinity o
both compounds, the metal concentration, and the film th
ness.

The central task of this paper is focused on the opti
absorption and ellipsometric measurements, which both
veal a size-dependent behavior. The main features consi
a blueshift and a damping of the plasmon resonance b
with decreasing cluster radius. The complex index of refr
tion of each thin film sample was extracted from the ellips
1963 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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metric data, by means of minimization calculations. The
results are compared with the Maxwell-Garnett effective m
dium model.32

Theoretical time-dependent local-density-approximat
~TDLDA ! calculations have been carried out to interpret
the experimental results. In the model, the electronic den
spill-out effect, the embedding matrix index, and the infl
ence ofd electrons were included in order to describe t
cluster optical properties in the most realistic way.

The paper content is organized as follows. The sam
production and characterization are reported in Sec. II,
the absorption and ellipsometric experimental results in S
IV and V, respectively. Section III outlines classical a
proaches of the optical properties of the composite films.
interpretation of the size-dependent behavior, provided
the TDLDA investigations, is discussed in Sec. VI.

II. SAMPLE PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The experimental setup has been previously describe
detail.31 The cluster source is a laser vaporization one, wh
the beam of a frequency-doubled Nd:Yag pulsed laser is
cused onto a rod of the element to be studied. The ato
plasma is thermalized by helium gas and expands
vacuum through a nozzle. For the present study we u
either high-pressure helium delivered by a pulsed valve,
continuous helium flow at lower pressure~few tens of mbar!.
The pressure conditions allow us to control the free clus
size and thus to obtain samples with different size distri
tions.

The neutral clusters then pass through a skimmer in
high-vacuum chamber where they may be photoionized
analyzed by means of a reflectron time-of-flight mass sp
trometer. The size-resolved mass distribution reveals
same magic number series as that predicted by the jel
model,33,34 which means that the gold clusters produced
the source at room temperature are probably spherical.

The clusters are finally deposited on a substrate i
vacuum chamber (1027 mbar), simultaneously with the di
electric matrix evaporated with an electron gun. We c
check the volumic fraction of metal by use of quartz b
ances, which provide both deposition rates. The film thi
ness depends on the kind of study to be performed, from
nm for TEM observations up to 200 nm for optical abso
tion analysis. Moreover, specific types of substrates are
lected: amorphous carbon-coated grids for TEM, silicon w
fers for ellipsometry and RBS, pure silica for optic
absorption.

Preliminary experiments were first performed on pure a
mina films ~without any metallic cluster! in order to deter-
mine precisely the properties of the dielectric matrix and
optimize the experimental deposition conditions. Alpha-s
thickness measurements and ellipsometric fits show an
portant porosity ~about 40% with respect to crystallin
Al2O3); the matrix morphology seems actually to be close
an anodic aluminum oxide one. RBS measurements reve
slight overstoichiometry according to the formula Al2O3.2.
Associated with alpha-step analysis, they confirm a low a
mina density in good agreement with its porosity. Comp
mentary x-ray diffraction experiments demonstrate the am
phous structure of the matrix.
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Gold clusters in alumina composite materials were th
synthesized in the optimized deposition conditions. In or
to avoid correlation effects between the metallic particles
the optical response of the material, their volumic fracti
was maintained between 1.5% and 6.5%. These values
confirmed by RBS and energy-dispersive x-ray analy
~EDX!. TEM micrographs of our samples were also pe
formed ~Fig. 1!. They show nearly spherical clusters ra
domly distributed in the matrix. The size distributions giv
mean values from 2.0 to 3.7 nm in diameter~or a mean
number of atoms per cluster from about 300 to 3000! de-
pending on the samples. x-ray diffraction analysis reveals
fcc crystalline structure of the particles.

Grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering~GISAXS!
measurements,35 performed at the LURE facility~Orsay,
France! confirm the cluster mean size and point out th
sphericity as well as the absence of any spatial correlatio

III. OPTICAL RESPONSE: CLASSICAL APPROACH

Noble-metal nanoparticles exhibit an optical absorpt
band in the near UV/visible region. This band, the so-cal
surface plasmon resonance, is classically described as
oscillation of the conduction electron cloud with respect
the ionic background. The relevant quantity in a classi
approach is the frequency-dependent dielectric function«̃ of
the metal. Theoretically, the Drude-Sommerfeld model a
classical electrodynamics account for both the bulk dielec
function and the surface plasmon frequency.36 For noble
metals,«̃ can be written in a first approximation as

«̃ ~v!511xs~v!1xd~v!, ~1!

wherexs represents the Drude part of the dielectric susc
tibility ( s electrons! andxd the interband part (d electrons!.
This last term plays an important role in the plasmon re
nance oscillation, as will be shown in Sec. VI. The M
theory accounts for the interaction between an electrom
netic wave and a single metallic sphere in a uniform tra
parent medium.37 The absorption, in the dipolar approxima
tion, exhibits the surface plasmon resonance behavior,
eigenfrequencyvs of which can be directly related to th
Drude bulk plasmon eigenfrequencyvp by

vs5
vp

A2«m1 «̃ d~vs!
, ~2!

where«̃ d511xd is the interband part of the dielectric func
tion of the metal and«m the dielectric function of the sur
rounding insulator. One can notice that the effect of t
matrix is to shift the plasmon resonance peak to lower en
gies than in the free-cluster case.

In order to describe composite materials, several effec
medium theories have been developed by introducing
concept of an effective dielectric function«eff for the whole
inhomogeneous medium.7,32,38–41 In the Maxwell-Garnett
~MG! theory,32 «eff satisfies the equation

«eff2«m

«eff12«m
5q

«̃ 2«m

«̃ 12«m

, ~3!
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FIG. 1. TEM micrographs~at same scale! and
the corresponding size distributions for four di
ferent samples~a!–~d!. ^D& is the mean diamete
and ^N& the mean number of atoms per cluste
deduced from the correspondingN distribution.
The film thickness is about 15 nm. The met
concentration for each sample is 1.5%~a!, 3.8%
~b!, 4.8%~c!, and 6.5%~d!. The different cluster
sizes were obtained by modifying the source co
ditions and configuration.
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whereq is the volume fraction of the metallic particles. Th
theory has been used to analyze the optical response o
samples. It allows the calculation of the plasmon resona
peak shift when varying theq value, as long as these pa
ticles are spherical and sufficiently far from each other
limit local cluster-cluster interactions. This requires thatq is
less than about 10%. For our filmsq is in the range 1.5%–
6.5%, corresponding to a resonance peak shift smaller
0.01 eV. This means that no noticeable concentration ef
is expected to underlie the differences between the op
responses of the different samples.

We have compared our experimental results with MG c
culations involving the bulk dielectric function of gold give
in Ref. 42 and the alumina dielectric function deduced fro
ellipsometry~see Sec. V!. The evolution of the experimenta
optical spectra with respect to the measured mean clu
size, confronted to this bulk limit, will point out the siz
effects in the nanoparticle response.
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IV. OPTICAL ABSORPTION

Absorption measurements were performed with a Var
double-beam spectrophotometer on the films deposited
pure silica~Suprasil! substrates, in the spectral range 20
1000 nm~1.24–6.2 eV!. Results are shown in Fig. 2. Th
spectra present an absorption band lying around 2.4 eV
to the surface plasmon resonance. The absorption incre
in the UV region, due to interband contributions.

These curves reveal a blueshift of the plasmon resona
peak with decreasing cluster size, from 2.33 eV for 30
atoms per cluster to 2.52 eV for 300 atoms. Moreover,
lower value is blueshifted with respect to the MG value
2.27 eV. One can also notice an increasing damping
broadening of the absorption band with decreasing clu
size, in agreement with recent results obtained by Whe
and co-workers on smaller clusters.17 This behavior can be
phenomenologically explained by the limitation of the me
free path of the conduction electrons when the cluster rad
becomes smaller.29,43This size effect is also explained withi
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the framework of quantum theories.29,44,45 In addition,
Kreibig and co-workers have pointed out the chemic
interface-damping effect in such matrix-embedded clus
materials.29,43

Figure 3 gives a comparison between the absorption s
trum of one of the samples@Fig. 2~d!# and the corresponding
MG calculation. The finite-size effect on the optical respon
appears very clearly here: a blueshift and a damping of
measured resonance band with respect to those calcu
with the bulk dielectric function. Note that part of the ban
width in the experimental curves is also due to the clus
size dispersion in the nanostructured thin films.

An interpretation of the observed blueshift and damp
of the resonance band will be given in Sec. VI.

V. ELLIPSOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

In order to study the optical properties of our films w
need to know their dielectric function or their complex r
fractive index. This dielectric function can be written as

«̃ 5~n1 ik !2. ~4!

FIG. 2. Absorption coefficientKabsvs energy, for four different
samples whose labels correspond to those of the micrographs~Fig.
1!. The vertical line indicates the bulk limit value given by th
Maxwell-Garnett model.

FIG. 3. Experimental~sample d, thick line! and simulated
~Maxwell-Garnett model, thin line! absorption spectra.
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The quantitiesn andk are linked together by the Kramers
Kronig relations; therefore, the knowledge of one of the
allowsa priori the determination of the other. This approa
has already been used from either absorption or reflecti
experimental spectra,46 but its accuracy is dependent on th
spectral range of the measurements.

Another way consists in recording two experimen
quantities depending on the complex refractive index. T
minimization of the difference between the measured qu
tities and those calculated via a multilayer optical model~air,
thin film, substrate! allows the determination ofn andk.47

This led us to perform ellipsometric measurements.
incident polarized monochromatic light beam~wavelength
from 240 to 700 nm! is reflected on the sample; its polariz
tion changes and the collected beam intensity is meas
with a photomultiplier through an analyzer, yielding the e
lipsometric anglesC andD.48–50 These experimental quan
tities are then compared with the calculated ones, expre
as a function of the indicesn and k of the thin film. The
least-square value (x2) is minimized by means of the sim
plex method.51

Pure alumina films were first investigated in order to d
termine the experimental dielectric function«m taken into
account in the MG calculations~Secs. III and IV!. C andD
were then measured for the cluster material samples.
optical model in which the film dielectric function is calcu
lated with bulk gold data fits the experimental curves ve
well in the near-UV region. This indicates that to a fir
approximation, the dielectric function of the gold cluste
nearly equals that of the bulk from 3.0 to 6.0 eV. It allowe
us to reevaluate the values of the thicknesse and the metallic
concentrationq of the thin films byx2 minimization in this
spectral range. The values found are very close to those
viously determined during deposition~rectified according to
the porosity!.

Finally, we calculatedn andk for each wavelength byx2

minimization. Results are shown in Fig. 4. They reveal t
same features as those observed in the optical absorp
experiments: a size-dependent blueshift, a damping, an
broadening of the plasmon resonance band.

VI. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

TDLDA model calculations have been worked out in o
der to interpret the experimental findings.52 In the model the
conductions electrons, responsible for the surface plasm
excitation, are quantum mechanically treated, whereas
ionic background is phenomenologically described as b
~i! a positive charge distribution~jellium approximation! and
~ii ! a continuous polarizable medium that screens
electron-electron and electron-jellium Coulomb interactio
inside the cluster. The screening due to the surround
transparent matrix is taken into account by using the exp
mental dielectric function«m(v) of bulk alumina42 («m
'3.1 in the relevant energy range!.

The frequency-dependent dielectric function«̃ d(v) of the
polarizable inner medium~mainly underlied by the fully oc-
cupiedd band! was extracted from the experimental compl
refractive index of bulk gold42 through a Kramers-Kronig
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analysis, according to the procedure used for silver in R
53. In contrast to alkali species, where only the valencs
electrons have to be considered, the mutual polarization
thes- andd-electron clouds is essential for correctly predi
ing the magnitude of the surface plasmon frequency fr
Eq. ~2!, namely,vs'2.5 eV for «m51 @Re«̃ d(v)'10 in
the relevant energy range#. The simple jellium model@where
Re«̃ d(v)51# yields the valuevs'5.2 eV for large free
gold clusters. Moreover, since the interband threshold
gold lies about 2 eV~below vs), Eq. ~2! indicates that, con-
trary to silver where Im«̃ d(v)50 in the plasmon energy
range, the resonance will be considerably broadened by
coupling with the interband transition@ Im«̃ d(v).0 for v
.2 eV in the case of gold#. Let us emphasize, however, th
only the influence of the polarizability and absorption pro
erties of the core electrons on thes-electron excitations is
taken into account in the present model. The real interb
transitions, as obtained by applying classical Mie or M
absorption formula with the dielectric function of bulk go
~see Fig. 3!, are thus not reproduced by the present TDLD
calculations.

Exhaustive calculations on free and embedded clos
shell AuN clusters~size rangeN58 –440! have been per-
formed to analyze the respective influence of each mo
ingredient on the plasmon resonance. We briefly outline
main qualitative results of this study.

As for silver clusters the blueshift ofvs with decreasing
cluster size is explained by assuming that the screening
fects due to the polarizable inner medium vanishes in
‘‘rind’’ region of the particle, namely, by prescribing th
condition «̃ d(R2a,r ,R)51 in the ionic background pa
rametrization (R is the cluster radius!. The vanishing tail of
the localizedd wave functions at the edge of the Wigne
Seitz cell brings some support to this assumption.54 This in-
gredient was earlier introduced in a classical Mie analysis

FIG. 4. Index of refractionn ~upper figure! and index of extinc-
tion k ~lower figure! versus energy for the different samples, calc
lated from ellipsometry analysis.
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the absorption spectra of AgN clusters embedded in rare-ga
matrices,18 and for interpreting the positive slope in th
wave-vector surface plasmon dispersion of flat A
surfaces.55 In recent works devoted to silver clusters th
two-region dielectric model was successfully~at least quali-
tatively! applied in various theoretical approaches, name
in analytical Thomas-Fermi54 and TDLDA ~Ref. 56! model
calculations. Indeed if the polarizable medium extends o
the whole cluster volume (0,r ,R) a redshift with decreas
ing cluster size is obtained instead. This redshift, due to
electron spill-out effect, essential for interpreting the optic
absorption of simple metal clusters, is, however, very t
due to strong screening~large u «̃ du value!. The introduction
of the rind region increases the plasmon frequency a
above all, ensures a blueshift with decreasing cluster s
This size-dependent effect can be understood, in a very c
picture, by comparing the volumic ratio between the inn
region of the cluster@ u «̃ du@1; low vs value from Eq.~2!#
and the ‘‘rind’’ region («d51; largervs value!.

Strictly speaking the thicknessa has to be considered as
free phenomenological parameter. In view of the crude
proximation consisting in replacing the discrete ionic stru
ture by continuous step-walled jellium and polarizable m
dia, a rigorous prescription for setting its value cannot
defined. For silver the thickness value, roughly estimated
Kresin by comparing the Wigner-Seitz radiusr s with the
spatial extent of the radiald wave function, is 2 a.u.54 Obvi-
ously the estimation depends on the threshold for which
d-electron density is assumed to be negligible. In TDLD
calculations carried out on the cluster Ag59

1, assuminga
52 a.u. seems to reproduce fairly nicely the experimen
photoabsorption spectrum.56 This value is also of the sam
order of magnitude as the one used by Liebsch to fit exp
mental results on Ag for both flat surfaces and clusters.55

Calculations involving nonlocal norm-conserving pseud
potentials show that the tails of thed wave functions are
quite similar for Ag and Au atoms.57 Since ther s values of
these two species are very close (r s53.02 and 3.01 a.u. for
Ag and Au, respectively!, a52 a.u. is a reasonable value
perform our TDLDA investigations on gold clusters. Due
the above-mentioned approximations, introducing a si
dependent thickness would be an arbitrary refinement.

Indeed the blueshift is obtained also by a classical opt
model involving the Mie-like formula relevant to a coate
sphere, as done in Ref. 18. For free and embedded clu
the blueshifts calculated with this classical method are, ho
ever, slightly different from the TDLDA results, and obv
ously do not exhibit large size-to-size fluctuations super
posed on the mean trend. Moreover, a classical mo
disregards the quantum-mechanical effects occurring at b
interfaces, such as, for instance, the electron spill-out at
outer one, which may balance partly the blueshift.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the above discussion. We co
ment only on additional features. In Fig. 5 one can see t
as compared to the optical response in vacuum, the plas
peak redshift induced by the surrounding alumina matrix
rather small becauseu «̃ du is large compared to«m @see Eq.
~2!#. The width of the surface plasmon resonance is fou
strongly correlated with its location relative to the interba
threshold. The large width observed, resulting from the la

-
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coupling strength with the core-electron absorption@this
strength is indeed closely related to Im«̃ d(v)# has to be
compared with the independent-electron ground-state l
width ~60 meV! involved for calculating the free response52

Moreover, in the presence of dielectric media, the fragm
tation due to the residual interaction with the electron-h
excitations~Landau damping! is much less developed than
simple jellium calculations~where«d51 in the full space!.

From comparison between TDLDA calculations~Fig. 6!
and experiment~Fig. 2!, the same global trends can be o
served: a blueshift with decreasing cluster size and a p
mon peak frequency in the range 2.0–2.5 eV. However,
TDLDA results lead to a plasmon location at slightly low
energy value~of about 0.2 eV!.

Actually the large porosity of the samples is suspected
be responsible for this slight discrepancy. It is likely that
the cluster/matrix interface the porosity is more importa
because the different chemical nature of both media imp
probable defects around the clusters. Model calculations
volving a perfect outer rind with«m51 ~thicknessb on the
order or larger than 2 a.u.! yields a plasmon frequency i
better agreement with experiment. In fact for large enougb
values the free cluster results are recovered. Moreover, w
applying the Mie formula for a two-region cluster i
vacuum, the plasmon peak is found considerably damped
small radii ~the curves look like the experimental ones, e
hibiting only a flat shoulder in the plasmon energy rang!.
By contrast the peak is clearly visible over the whole s
range when the screening induced by the alumina matrix
from the cluster boundary, as in the case of the simple M
formula for a single-region cluster model. In this last case
size-dependent feature occurs, except for the constanR3

scaling of the absorption spectrum. This last argumen
again in favor of the porosity hypothesis.

Details concerning the TDLDA calculations and comple

FIG. 5. Theoretical TDLDA absorption spectra of gold cluste
in vacuum~thick line curve! and in an alumina matrix~thin line
curve!. The ‘‘rind’’ parametera, where the screening due to thed
electrons is assumed to be ineffective, is equal to 2 a.u. The
curves are independently scaled.
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account of the theoretical results will be given in anoth
paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

The low-energy cluster-beam deposition has been pro
to be a very efficient technique to prepare optical nanostr
tures, where at low metal concentration~a few percent! the
cluster size can be varied and controlled. In the present p
are reported optical absorption and ellipsometric meas
ments performed on thin alumina films containing gold clu
ters in the size range 2–4 nm. The characterization of th
composite materials by several complementary techniq
shows that the matrix is amorphous and porous, while
metallic particles are spherical and randomly distributed.

Size effects in the optical absorption, as well as in t
extracted complex refractive index, are clearly observed.
main features are a blueshift and a damping of the plasm
resonance band with decreasing cluster size. TDLDA ca
lations allow the understanding of this behavior.

Our technique is clearly not limited to gold particles a
many other systems such as silver, copper, and other me
or semiconductor clusters may be produced in a w
controlled size range, typically between one and a few
nometers.

Ultrafast electron dynamics in such small particles is e
pected to be a very interesting phenomenon. Femtosec
pump-probe analysis is a powerful method to study the s
dependence of the electron-electron and the electron-la
coupling in the clusters, as has been demonstrated rece
with copper.58

In the near future we plan to study other systems such
AgN clusters and to associate the present optical and ellip
metric observations with such electron dynamics exp
ments.

FIG. 6. Theoretical TDLDA absorption spectra of AuN clusters
in an alumina matrix, calculated for two differentN values. The
‘‘rind’’ parameter a ~2 a.u.! is responsible for the blueshift of th
plasmon peak with decreasing cluster size. The two curves are
dependently scaled.
o
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